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Deepa Raya CeIebration

Calls for capping of output levels among the bigger oil
producers in the hope of stabilizing the oil price might slowly
see results but the current state of the industry is still in a
persistent slump. While there have been downturns before,
the rapid rate to which prices have fallen is unprecedented.
These are indeed unprecedented times that demand
unprecedented actions on our part.

First, is to significantly reduce offshore operations costs. In
order to keep the company sustainable in the long run, we need
to continue to work on strengthening our capabilities in highervalue services and improving our operational performance
while maximizing cost efficiencies. Re-works are to be avoided
so we do not incur unnecessary manpower and vessel-related
costs. In our field of work, there is no room for error.

Impact to Offshore Companies: CAPEX & OPEX

Second,
is
to
lower
procurement and subcontract
costs significantly. I urge you to
re-negotiate all contract terms
with our subcontractors and
vendors, even for on-going
contracts. The key here is to
establish good relationships
with them so that we can
achieve getting better rates and
terms.

For most of the national oil companies and oil majors, a new
cost structure became mandatory. Many companies within
the industry, including offshore companies like us, revisited
the budgeting process in light of the current reality of $30 per
barrel crude oil.
Over the past months and in quick succession, more major oil
companies have been publicly announcing further budget cuts
and downward revisions in their capital expenditures for 2016
onwards. Most are curtailing investments to protect profits
and re-assessing current projects and embarking on a more
conservative approach for new projects.

“

These are indeed
unprecedented
times that demand
unprecedented
actions on
our part.

“
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The industry body’s 2016 Activity Survey noted that spending
on new projects will dip below USD 1.4 billion in 2016. Average
reinvested revenues over the past five years always hovered
around USD 11.3 billion per year.

Third is to reduce our
engineering costs. We need
to produce more engineering
man-hours at less cost and
develop and apply more cost-efficient engineering solutions
to our projects.

Swiber’s Response: Ongoing Energy Crisis

Lastly, is to decrease manpower costs, to significantly
contribute to our cost-restructuring measures.

Financial and commercial decisions are being re-drawn
to react to this volatility. Last year, we enforced austerity
measures to bring down and manage expenses, sacrifices
were made and we have had to reduce our staff strength. To
this end, I continue to be grateful for everyone’s loyalty and
faith in the company.

Together, we must find ways to be sustainable without
undoing years of hard work building Swiber. And we need to
take measures in order to be sustainable for a longer time- so
that when the recovery comes, our Swiber Group will be better
equipped to capture the opportunities.

This new reality of $30 per barrel requires us more than ever to
be more innovative, to be focused on efficiency, to be proactive
on cost reduction measures and to be always prepared to do
more than what your current role requires.

At the end of the day, we all need hope and strength,
Hope that it will get better and
Strength to hold on to until it does.

We will continue to reduce our CAPEX, OPEX and General
Administrative costs in order to be sustainable in the long run.
And in order to achieve this, we will be implementing certain
cost-restructuring measures.

					- Raymond Goh

Vallianz’s Net Profit Holds Firm at US$20.1M in FY2015
Despite Depressed Industry Conditions
• Revenue increased 51.3% to US$232.6 million
• EBITDA gained 33.4% to US$82.0 million
• Robust order book of US$950.0 million with charter contracts stretching up to year 2022
Press Release: 29 Feb 2016
Vallianz delivered a steady net profit of
US$20.1 million for the financial year ended
31 December 2015 (“FY2015”) amid the
prevailing headwinds in the offshore marine
industry.
Revenue in FY2015 jumped 51.3% to
US$232.6 million on the back of higher
revenue from the Group’s offshore support
vessel (“OSV”) chartering and brokerage
business, as well as new revenue streams
from subsidiaries acquired in the last quarter
of 2014.
The OSV chartering and brokerage business,
which made up 64% of total revenue in
FY2015, registered stronger revenue as a
result of incremental contributions from new
charter contracts, expansion of fleet size
and healthy fleet utilisation rate. At the end
of FY2015, the Group owns and operates 44
OSVs, compared to 37 OSVs at the end of
FY2014. Its fleet had an average utilisation
rate of around 81% in FY2015.
The Group improved its gross profit by 17.7%
to US$65.0 million. Gross profit margin for
FY2015 was 27.9% compared to 35.9% in
FY2014 due to a shift in the Group’s revenue
mix and expansion of its owned fleet.
Thanks mainly to higher revenue and gross
profit, Vallianz achieved 18.1% growth
in profit before tax to US$25.5 million in
FY2015. This was however undermined
by higher tax expenses. Nevertheless, the
Group’s net profit after tax remained firm
at US$20.1 million in FY2015 compared to
US$20.4 million last year. Excluding interest,
tax, depreciation and amortization, the
Group’s EBITDA for FY2015 gained 33.4%
to US$82.0 million.
CEO of Vallianz, Mr Ling Yong Wah said,
“The Group delivered a respectable
performance in the face of the volatile oil
markets and ensuing slowdown of the global
offshore industry. During FY2015, we reaped
rewards from our continual efforts to build
our order book, and optimise our operations
and cost structure to enhance our market
competitiveness.”

Growth in order book

Notwithstanding the industry headwinds,
Vallianz recorded a substantial increase in its
chartering services order book to a current
value of around US$950 million, comprising
mainly of long term charters stretching up to
2022, as compared to US$540 million at the
end of December 2014.
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During FY2015, the Group secured
new charter contracts with a total
value of up to US$856 million. These
contracts, which comprise the charter
of 19 Anchor Handling Tug and Supply
(“AHTS”) vessels, four Platform Supply
Vessels (“PSV”), and two self-elevating
platform vessels, were awarded by a
national oil company (“NOC”) in the
Middle East.

Swiber Holdings Limited today reported
a net loss of US$18.7 million for the
financial year ended 31 December 2015
(FY15) against a profit of US$31.2 million
previously mainly due to impairment
charges and absence of one-time gains.
The core business of the Group continued
to see growth particularly in Latin America
and South Asia despite depressed market
conditions. Group revenue rose 14.7%
to US$833.0 million in FY15 on higher
contributions recognised from Latin
America and new projects in South Asia.
Latin America contributed 53.6% or
US$446.8 million to Group revenue, South
Asia US$244.1 million, while South East
Asia and other markets added US$117.1
million and US$24.9 million respectively.

The Group has deployed two selfelevating platform vessels to the NOC
between the third quarter and fourth
quarter of 2015. The Group also expects
maiden revenue streams in FY2016
from its offshore floating storage
and supply vessel (“OFSSV”) that is
expected to commence operations in
the current quarter ending 31 March
2016 (“1Q2016”), as well as four AHTS
that will be deployed for the NOC’s
offshore projects by the end of 1Q2016.

the

Said Mr Ling, “Business conditions in the
offshore marine industry are expected
to remain challenging in the foreseeable
future. The OSV industry is facing downward
pressure on charter rates and declining
vessel utilisation. To ensure that Vallianz
remains on a steady footing to overcome
this difficult period, our management is
actively working to strengthen our business
operations and financial position. “Despite
the current volatile and depressed market
climate, Vallianz continued to secure
long-term charter contracts and grow our
business. We also maintained a healthy fleet
utilisation rate in FY2015.
This resilient performance can be attributed
to our entrenched reputation in the Middle
East where offshore oil production remains
active, as well as the Group’s capabilities to
achieve operational and service excellence.
Our continual efforts to maintain high
standards of service quality and improve our
customer value-add have enabled the Group
to reinforce our relationship with a major
state-owned customer in the Middle East.”

• Revenue up 14.7% to US$833.0 million on higher contributions from Latin America and
South Asia
• Absence of one-time gain on business disposals and impairments on investments and
receivables behind earnings drop
• Gross profit of US$99.3 million on gross profit margin of 11.9%, up from 2.4%
Press Release: 29 Feb 2016

The new contracts involving 15 AHTS
vessels and four PSVs lengthened
the existing charters on these vessels
which will continue to be deployed to
the customer up to June 2020, including
extension option.

Positioned to withstand
difficult industry conditions

Swiber FY15 Report

Leveraging on its proven track record in the
Middle East, Vallianz is looking to solidify its
position as a major OSV provider and explore
new business opportunities to broaden
its presence in this major oil producing
region. The Group is presently bidding for
charter contracts with a combined value of
US$1.8 billion mainly for projects located in
the Middle East. The Group also continues
to prepare itself for opportunities in other
target markets such as Latin America when
demand for OSVs start to recover.
Earlier this month, the Group also completed
a refinancing exercise for its operations
in the Middle East. It has issued a Saudi
Riyal denominated Sukuk of SAR1.0 billion
(US$266.7 million) which has been used
primarily to refinance the loans secured on
16 vessels operating in the Middle East. This
refinancing exercise will benefit the Group by
lowering cost of funding, improving its cash
flow and strengthening its balance sheet.
At the same time, the Sukuk opens a new
avenue of funding that enables the Group to
tap the Islamic debt capital markets to fund
its operations in the Middle East.

Other operating income fell 91.4% to
US$8.9 million due mainly to the presence
of a one-time gain in FY14 on disposal of
a group of subsidiaries and associates
amounting to US$101.8 million, as well as
lower foreign exchange gains of US$7.9
million and the absence of write-back
receivables in FY15.
Impairment loss of trade receivables
amounting to US$8.6 million raised other
operating expenses by 100.9% from
US$5.9 million to US$11.9 million.
Share of profit from associates and joint
ventures dropped 32.8% to US$27.8
million as a result of lower contributions
from certain associates.
Impairment loss of investment in an
associate of US$24.6 million has further
hurt the bottom line considerably.
The Group’s gross profit stands at
US$99.3 million. Gross profit margin
improved to 11.9% in FY15 from 2.4% in

FY14 due mainly to stringent control over
operating costs.

“The oil and gas
industry remains very
cautious due to the
weak oil prices with
major oil companies
aggressively cutting
costs and delaying their
projects. However, we
believe that the impact
on shallow water
activities will be lower.
The Swiber team is
working very hard as we
face challenging market
conditions to continue
to expand our pipeline
of projects and fill up
our order book. We
believe that our track
record of executing
projects in a timely,
cost-efficient manner will
put us in good stead.”
- Francis Wong

Group administrative expenses fell 48.0%
to US$28.8 million, reflecting Swiber’s
cost optimisation programme. Finance
expenses decreased 7.9% to US$60.4
million.
Swiber Group Chief Executive Officer and
President Mr Francis Wong said: “The oil
and gas industry remains very cautious
due to the weak oil prices with major oil
companies aggressively cutting costs
and delaying their projects. However, we
believe that the impact on shallow water
activities will be lower.
“The Swiber team is working very hard
as we face challenging market conditions
to continue to expand our pipeline of
projects and fill up our order book. We
believe that our track record of executing
projects in a timely, cost-efficient manner
will put us in good stead.”
Swiber’s order book stood at US$1.35
billion as of 29 February 2016. The
Group continues to make headway in
strengthening its capabilities in highervalue EPIC services and improving its
operational performance while maximising
cost efficiencies. The Group has also put
in place stringent controls on costs to
protect its bottom line.
Total borrowings as at 31 December 2015
stood at US$1,016.8 million compared
with US$1,166.0 million in the previous
corresponding period. Group net debtto-equity ratio was 1.59 at 31 December
2015 against 1.53 at 30 September 2015.
Net asset value per share amounted to
105.6 US cents as at 31 December 2015
compared to 181.1 US cents at end
December 2014.

Swiber wins US$100 million EPIC contract
for a National Oil Company in South Asia
• Swiber will provide EPIC services for pipelines and subsea
installation in South Asia
Press Release: 26 Feb 2016

Swiber has secured a contract worth about US$100
million to provide engineering, procurement,
installation and construction services for a National
Oil Company (NOC) in South Asia.
This latest project, which includes pipelines
and subsea installation works, commences
immediately and is expected to be completed in
the first half of 2017.
Swiber’s Group Chief Executive Officer and
President Mr Francis Wong said: “We are pleased
to have clinched yet another project for our
long-time and valued client. Despite challenging
market conditions, we believe that our strategy
of establishing long-term relationships with our
clients and our track record of completing our
projects in a timely, cost efficient manner, have
paid off.
Mr Wong said Swiber will continue to mitigate
market pressures by maximising usage of its
vessels and equipment, negotiating with suppliers
to greater advantage, monitoring debt, reining in
cash collection, and cutting costs.

Vallianz Successfully Taps the Middle East Sukuk Market with Saudi
Riyal denominated Sukuk of SAR1.0 billion (US$266.7 million)
• Signals the confidence of Saudi Arabia’s financial institutions in the Group’s prospects despite
challenging business conditions in the global offshore & marine sector
• Opens a new avenue of funding for RVOS, the Group’s operating subsidiary in the Middle East
• Group will benefit from lower interest, improved cash flow and reduction in its overall debt and
gearing
Press Release: 18 Feb 2016
Vallianz said that it has successfully entered the
Sukuk market in the Middle East with its maiden
Saudi Riyal denominated Sukuk issuance of
SAR1.0 billion (US$266.7 million) (“Sukuk”).
The issuance of the Shariah-compliant Sukuk
was facilitated through Rawabi Vallianz Offshore
Services Limited (“RVOS”) and jointly led and
managed by four financial institutions in Saudi
Arabia – Alinma Investment Co., Saudi Fransi
Capital, Saudi Hollandi Capital and GIB Capital
LLC. The Sukuk has a fixed term of five years,
with certain amortised principal repayments
during the term and a bullet repayment of the
remaining principal amount at the end of the
tenure.
Alinma Investment Co. is a subsidiary of Alinma
Bank and provides a full range of Shariahcompliant investment products and services.
Saudi Fransi Capital is a fully-owned subsidiary
of Banque Saudi Fransi and a member of the
Saudi Stock Exchange. Saudi Hollandi Capital
is an independent investment subsidiary of
Saudi Hollandi Bank. GIB Capital LLC is a
wholly-owned investment banking arm of Gulf
International Bank.
Said Sheikh Abdulaziz Alturki, Group Chairman
of Rawabi Company Holding Limited and
Chairman of RVOS, “Saudi Arabia is the ideal
location to issue our first Sukuk as the country’s
financial institutions and investors have deep
knowledge and familiarity with the oil and gas
business in the region.
Sukuk has become a prominent financing
product in the world. It is an important funding
channel that can provide the required liquidity
to finance projects at an acceptable cost, as
well as pave the way for other means of funding
from financial and non-financial institutions,
and individuals.”
Said Mr Ling Yong Wah, CEO of Vallianz, “Our
ability to secure the support from major financial
institutions demonstrates their confidence in
the prospects of RVOS and Vallianz despite
the current challenges facing the offshore and
marine sector. More importantly, this Sukuk has
opened a new avenue of future funding for the
Group’s growing operations in the Middle East.
Our management team is continually looking
at ways to improve our business and financial

position to ensure that Vallianz remains on
a steady footing to overcome the market
difficulties. This Sukuk will lead to multiple
ben“Our ability to secure the support from
major financial
institutions demonstrates their confidence in
the prospects of RVOS and Vallianz despite
the current challenges facing the offshore and
marine sector. More importantly, this Sukuk has
opened a new avenue of future funding for the
Group’s growing operations in the Middle East.
efits for the Group. It will lower our cost of
funding, improve our cash flow, as well as
strengthen our balance sheet due to a reduction
in our overall debt level and gearing.”

“Our ability to secure the support from major financial
institutions demonstrates their confidence in the prospects
of RVOS and Vallianz despite the current challenges
facing the offshore and marine sector. More importantly,
this Sukuk has opened a new avenue of future funding
for the Group’s growing operations in the Middle East.”
- Mr. Ling Yong Wah
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1,413MT
Weighing 1,413MT, the 4-legged
jacket was fabricated in Cadiz,
Spain.

Swiber Holdings Limited has completed a multi-million
dollar platform and subsea pipeline installation project
in South America. The platform is considered to be the
world’s southernmost platform project.
The project, awarded in September 2013, by an oil and
gas company in South America, was for the jacket and
topside installation of a wellhead platform and its 24” and
4” pipelines of 70 kilometres each. The scope of work
included transportation and installation of the platform as
well as two subsea pipelines spanning 70 kilometres
each.
Swiber’s Deputy Group CEO and President Darren Yeo
said: “The completion of the offshore platform and pipeline
project has again proven Swiber’s strong capability in
delivering our projects to specifications, safely and in a
timely and cost-efficient manner in various regions of the
world, and amid demanding weather conditions.
“We demonstrated our ability to bring together vessels
and subcontractors from different parts of the world to
this remote offshore location which required meticulous
planning, flawless logistics, comprehensive safety
management, and a top class project management team
to ensure its success.”
Swiber’s team working on the project had to endure
very rough weather conditions offshore such as high
wind speeds of up to 80 knots, very high maximum
wave heights of up to 10 metres, and below zero-degree
temperatures.

VEGA

PLEYADE
PROJECT

Swiber Completes Platform and Subsea Pipeline
Installation Project in South America
Press Release: 04 Feb 2016

The offshore platform structures and line pipes for
the project were transported from Spain and France
respectively by cargo barges on a dry tow vessel and by
bulk carriers Swiber has been securing new contracts
amid a more challenging market and new contract wins
have boosted the Group’s order book to a record US$1.5
billion as at 13 November 2015.

2,064MT

Weighing 2,064MT, the jacket
have 2 sets of piles to fix it on the
seabed: 92m long driven piles,
and 68m long insert piles. It was
fabricated in Cadiz, Spain.

-15c

Vega Pleyade Project

Adverse weather condition for
offshore work as there was heavy
snowfall and sub zero temperature.

1.21M
1.21 million LTI free man-hours

1.2km

Swiber
PJW3000
completed
1.2km beach pull in Rio Cullen,
Tierra del Fuego.
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A marine spread of 9 vessels were
mobilized.
The transportation
barges were dry towed from Spain.
Pipelay and installation barge
Swiber PJW3000 was mobilized
from Punta Arenas, Chile.

Beach pull operation with Swiber PJW3000

80knots

The Fuegian Archipelago is
within the Subantarctic Zone. Its
cool climate is dominated by the
prevailing southwesterly winds
that sweep in off the South Pacific.
The team witnessed it first hand as
the gale-force winds temporarily
brought work to a halt as it reached
up to 80knots.

70km

70 kms of 24” and 4.5” pipelines
were laid by Swiber PJW3000
from Rio Cullen facilities to Vega
field.
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In Numbers

11meters
Wave height reached up to
11 meters in this windswept
archipelago.
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Coordinating with teams and
partners spanning six project
sites from Europe, Asia and Latin
America was a daunting task. The
distance, the difference in time
zones, language, culture and laws
were chlallenges that the project
team successfully overcame.
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Vallianz Continues to Cement its Market Position in the
Middle East with New Charter Contract Win worth up to
US$98 Million
• Group will supply four AHTS vessels to an existing NOC customer from 1Q2016 for up to five years
• Vallianz is one of few OSV providers that continues to secure long-term charter contracts despite
challenging and competitive market conditions
• Latest contract win lifts the Group’s order book to over US$1 billion
• Group’s global bid book has total value of US$1.8 billion
Mr. Raymond Goh presenting the poster
to Hawkeye, Mr. Michele Lastella
Press Release: 07 Dec 2015
Vallianz has won a time charter contract
valued at up to US$98 million to supply four
offshore support vessels (“OSV”).
The contract was awarded to Vallianz by an
existing state-owned customer in the Middle
East (“NOC”), which is one of the world’s
largest national oil companies. The four
OSVs are Anchor Handling Tug
Supply (“AHTS”) vessels equipped with
Dynamic Positioning 2 (“DP2”) capabilities
and will commence operations at the NOC’s
oil fields in the first quarter of 2016 for a
period of up to five years.

Vega Pleyade Project Completion Dinner
Christmas came early for the Vega Pleyade
team who celebrated the successful
completion of our first project in Argentina
on 2 December 2015. Everyone was
in bouyant spirits, celebrating the
company’s most successful project by
far.

This latest contract win boosts the Group’s
chartering services order book to over US$1
billion, which comprises mainly long term
time charters that stretch up to 2022.
CEO of Vallianz, Mr Ling Yong Wah said, “This
new contract win reaffirms the confidence
of the NOC customer in our execution
capabilities, organisational superiority and
management bandwidth as it has continued
to award Vallianz with long term charter
contracts in spite of challenging industry
conditions and increased competition from
other OSV players in the Middle East region.
We believe it is a testament of the good
working relationship that we have forged
with the NOC.”
With the deployment of these four AHTS
vessels, Vallianz will have a total of 28
OSVs supporting the offshore oil and gas
activities of the NOC in 2016. This includes
earlier contracts awarded by the NOC for
two self-elevating platform vessels as well
as a specialised offshore floating storage
and supply vessel that is scheduled to
commence operations in early 2016.
“We have been continuously striving to
cement our leadership role in the Middle

East by developing a deeper understanding
of the NOC’s operations in order to meet
its unique requirements. These efforts have
enabled Vallianz to become a major provider
of OSVs to this customer.
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As the Gulf region is expected to continue
witnessing high levels of offshore oil
production activity, we see immense
opportunities to leverage our established
market reputation to broaden the Group’s
presence in this major oil producing region,”
said Mr Ling.
Vallianz is presently bidding for charter
contracts with a combined value of US$1.8
billion mainly for projects located in the
Middle East. The Group expects the new
time charter contract to begin contributing
to its financial performance from the next
financial year ending 31 December 2016.

“This new contract win
reaffirms the confidence
of the NOC customer in
our execution capabilities,
organisational superiority
and management
bandwidth as it has
continued to award Vallianz
with long term charter
contracts in spite of
challenging industry
conditions and increased
competition from other
OSV players in the Middle
East region. We believe it
is a testament of the good
working relationship that we
have forged with the NOC.”

In what is now becoming a fun Swiber
tradition, movie posters were presented
to Mr. Michele Lastella, Associate VP,
Commercial and Mr. Stephen Church,
Senior VP, Fleet Management and
Operations.
The movie posters aptly
depicted both gentlemen as super hero
characters. Indeed, any less than a super
hero move would not have gotten them
these results!

The Vega Pleyade project had the makings
of every challenges that can possibly be
encountered in an offshore operation
- wind speeds of up to 180km/h, wave
heights up to 11 meters, and subzero
temperatures. The teams only had a
narrow weather window to complete
the pipelaying and installation. Despite
these, the project wrapped up on time
and with the safety record of 1.21million
LTI free man-hours.
It was a proud moment for everyone
involved as standing at world’s end,
defiant of the harsh weather elements,
is an offshore platform that Swiber has
erected. RVE

Painstaking preparations,
attention to detail and the
relentless work enabled us
to pull off the extensive
safety and logistics
planning for this project.
Projects such as these
embolden us to set our
sights to areas we have
never been before, even
those with inhospitable
conditions such as Tierra
del Fuego. May the
experience and lessons
learned from this project
help to create a blueprint
for more successful
projects in the future.
- Mr. Darren Yeo

- Mr. Ling Yong Wah
Mr. Darren Yeo

Mr. Fantastic, Mr. Stephen Church

Rawabi Integrity is an Offshore Floating Storage and Supply Vessel (OFSSV) which
strengthens the supply chain by serving as a floating supply base remotely situated/
moored offshore near clusters of drilling rigs.
It provides timely supplies and support to the rig operations. Rawabi Integrity was
successfully delivered on 11 Dec 2015. It is the first of its kind to be deployed in
the Middle East.
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RAWABI 321

Anchor Handling Tug/ Multi-Purpose
Offshore Supply Vessel
Delivery Date: Jan 16, 2016

New Vessel Deliveries
for Vallianz

RAWABI 321

- DP 2 System
- 5150 BHP
- >65T Bollard Pull
- Clear Deck Area of 355m2
- Deck Strength of 7T/m2

RAWABI 322

Anchor Handling Supply Vessel
Delivery Date: Jan 6, 2016
- DP 2 System
- 5150 BHP
- >65T Bollard Pull
- Clear Deck Area of 355m2
- Deck Strength of 7T/m2
- Deck Cargo Capacity of 500T

RAWABI 323

Anchor Handling Supply Vessel
Delivery Date: Jan 20, 2016

RAWABI 322

- DP 2 System
- 5150 BHP
- 65T Bollard Pull
- Clear Deck Area of 350m2
- Deck Strength of 7T/m2
- Deck Cargo Capacity of 500T

RAWABI 320

Anchor Handling Tug/ Multi-Purpose
Offshore Supply Vessel
Delivery Date: Jan 12, 2016
- DP 2 System
- 5150 BHP
- >65T Bollard Pull
- Clear Deck Area of 355m2
- Deck Strength of 7T/m2
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RAWABI 320

RAWABI 323

Mr. Yeo giving red packets

Swiber
CNY
2016

Mr. Ling distributing the
goodie bags

CNY 2016

Vallianz Celebrates
CNY with
Nee Soon GRC
and TPCC

One of Vallianz’ long-standing
tradition is welcoming the
Chinese New Year with the
elderly residents of Toa Payoh
Care Corner (TPCC). This year
is no different, as 340 friends
from TPCC, along with Nee
Soon East GRC residents and
Vallianz staff made up the 700
guests in this joint celebration
of Chinese New Year.

The dinner event was held on
19 February 2016 at Nee Soon
East Courtyard with guest of
honor Mr. Louis Ng Kok Kwang,
Grassroots Adviser to Nee Soon
GRC Grassroots Organisation,
MP for Nee Soon GRC (Nee
Soon East).

Taking a leaf out of a monkey’s
book, the 2016 Chinese New Year
celebration was filled with fun
activities which tickled the brain
and made people just go bananas!
Held on 5 February at The Deck
the gathering was well attended
by the senior management and
staff alike. As expected, teams
came out swinging during the
games, intent on winning.

Observing the rich cultural
traditions, everyone did the lo
hei, tossing yu sheng for good
fortune, giving a pair of mandarin
oranges and wishing each other
a happy new year, and of course,
giving out Chinese New Year
hampers and vouchers. RVE

Tumbling Monkeys
game

SC team joining in
the festivity

Awesome emcees
Wai Sing & Yenna

CNY hampers were
given away

Mr. Yeo receives a
plaque of appreciation
Senior management led the lo hei and
everyone shouted auspicious wishes of
good health, good fortune and a good
year for our industry.

Mr. Louis Ng
addresses the residents
Yu Sheng for good
fortune

Auntie Bernadette offers
a pair of oranges

Monkey See,
Monkey Say

Entertainment
abounds for the guests
With 5 different categories to choose
from, each team has 3 actors and one
“guesser” play the Swiber version of
charades.
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SOC Cranes

SG50 Video Winner
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19 Homes

09 Homes

Swiber Reaches Out to 50 Homes in
Singapore with its SG50 Programme
In 2015, the whole island nation
of Singapore celebrated its 50th
Anniversary of Independence and in
honour of this historical event, Swiber
launched its SG50 (Swiber Gives 50)
programme.
In honour of Singapore’s 50th
anniversary of independence, Swiber
launched the Swiber Gives 50 (SG50)
programme. It is an organization-wide
programme that aims to reach out to
fifty (50) deserving families in Singapore
whose homes are in dire need of
cleanup, repainting and refurbishing.
With the solid endorsements from
Members of Parliament (MPs) from
5 Grass Roots Community (GRC):

Sembawang, Marsiling, Jurong, Bishan
Toa Payoh and Punggol, a list of
deserving households were provided
by grass roots leaders to Swiber.
The 50 households were then divided
among the Swiber teams. To prepare
for the weekend work, the volunteers
conducted home visits to meet the
recipients and assess their needs.
After the homeowners and volunteers
agreed on the changes and works, one
weekend was scheduled for the team
to come and do the work.
The weekend works ran from August to
November 2015.
RVE

440 Litres of Paint

15 Weekends

0 LTI
220++ Volunteers
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With each of those happy faces in
the group photos – I see a weekend
that could have otherwise been
spent with loved ones, spent on
personal recreational pursuits or
just spent on a well-deserved rest
from a hectic week of work.
Instead, weekend after weekend,
since August, volunteers from SOC,
Vallianz, OER, NSE, SC and PAPE have
put on their SG50 shirts – ready to
clean someone else’s mess, fix, repair
and repaint someone else’s home.
Except that these recipients are not
just “someone.” These homeowners
that you have helped are the most
vulnerable in society: the lonely
elderly, widows, single parents,
families with special needs, families
under difficult circumstances.
At the heart of our campaign is
being able to make the connection
with strangers in need, who
at the end of the work would
have become friends in life.

2826 Man Hours

- Raymond Goh

SC Eagles

SG50 Video - 1st Runner Up

Vallianz Swifts

SG50 Video - 2nd Runner Up

A Year-ender to Remember
Celebrating SG50

Renovation of all 15 homes for the Vallianz
team was a fast-track project! Mobilization
of vessels and crew for our India projects
was at its peak so the team’s SG50 projects
took some time to kick off. But when it did,
Vallianz volunteers flocked, both managers and
executives and rolled up their sleeves.
Under the leadership of Goh Wei Min, Executive
Marketing, and Candy Lee, Senior Executive
Operations, so many staff volunteered. The
Swifts, true to their name, managed to work on
6 homes simultaneously in one weekend!

Swiber SG50 Completion

Greg and Irene belting out
Writing on the Wall

Swiber’s Gems 2016

Lip Sync Battle

PAPE Herons

SG50 Video - 3rd Runner Up
They may be smallest in number, but
the PAPE volunteers made up for it
with the biggest of hearts. Weekend
after weekend, the same group of
volunteers tirelessly showed up
to help in the cleanup, repainting
and refurbishing of their recipients’
homes.
Spearheaded
by
Sudarshan
Balakrishnan, Naval Architect, the
team completed 10 homes amidst
delays in their schedule due to death
of one recipient’s family member
wherein the team had to wait out
the required 100 days before
they were finally able to do
any home renovation.
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Swiber Spectre
Returning as this year’s
emcees for Lip Sync Battle
were Gregoire Lefeuvre,
Director, Offshore Marine
& Shipbuilding and Irene
Chong, Senior Manager,
Corporate
Relations.
Caught in the Lip Sync
Battle fever, the emcees
were not able to come
through unscathed. They
too had to perform a lip
synch duet of “Writing on

the
Wall,”
the
theme song of the
recently released
James Bond movie
- Spectre.
We
pulled all the stops for
our emcees, from a live
action-packed
sequence
with Mercedes Benz sports
car and guns blazing, the
entrance of the emcees
came as a big surprise.

Cost Saving Awardees
Swiber is working to establish actionable
roadmaps for cost optimization that support
its strategic objectives and business
sucess.
More than just cost cutting,
everyone is encouraged to work on finding
alternatives with the most cost effective
or highest achievable performance under
given constraints.

PAPE cheering for
their Lip Sync team

One of the recent initiatives is the “CostSaving Initiatives Bulletin” - which featured
some of our colleagues who have been
instrumental in sourcing, evaluating and
implementing cost saving solutions in their
works. During the year end celebration,
both of them were once again recognized
and awarded by the Chairman Mr.
Raymond Goh.

Live band
entertainment

Emcees Goh BK and
Sevene Wang

Sam
Ong,
Logistics
Procurement Department

Long queue for the
laksa station

Manager

Rightly assessed that NSE was suitable
for berthing, leading to a successful
cargo discharge. This resulted to
a cost saving of SGD31,000. The
default choice of port would have cost
us SGD65K.

VOM Operations & VOM Technical
Department
Updated
their
DP
(Dynamic
Positioning) Operations Manual.
Saved USD$35,000 per vessel when
the two departments worked together
and came up with an approved DP
operations manual instead of going
to a 3rd Party Consultant who would
have charged an exorbitant cost of
approximately USD$35,000.00 per
vessel.

The Swiber’s Gems is an annual nomination and selection
process for outstanding employees who embody Swiber’s
Trademark core values and the Cause No Harm philosophy.

Teh Tarik

Kacang Puteh
Sapphire Awardee for
Trust - Sharon Ferie

Emerald Awardee for
Respect- Goh Boon Keong
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The audience had fun
joining in the Vallianz
performance

Topaz Awardee for
Affirmation - Tan
Yoke Chang

Mr. Joseph Keh
accepting Excellence
award for Vega project

Ruby Awardee for
Determination
- SK316 team

Pearl Awardee for
Cause No Harm
- Swiber PJW3000

All
About
SOC

Sugar Sweet VHL
Lip Sync Battle Winner

With the parade of the bridesmaids and
the grand entrance of the bride to the tune
of pachelbel canon, everybody watched
in anticipation as the Vallianz team acted
out a quirky “wedding ceremony” - as a
prelude to their performance.
And just like the Sugar music video by
Maroon 5 which immediately went viral
after its release, 5 most dashing Vallianz
staff looking sharp in black tuxedos came
out at the drop of the white cloth and
“crashed” the wedding.
The bride and groom, together with
their entourage then went around and
encouraged people to join them in
dancing.

S
O
C

SOC ladies, and also gentlemen were all
sugar and spice and everything nice for
their performance of Meghan Trainor’s All
About that Bass.

VALLIANZ

Maroon 5 was definitely in the house!

The SOC cranes made the pastel
confection music video come to life as they
did a fantastic job at transforming one guy
into Meghan Trainor’s look-alike, from the
long blonde tresses to the flawless make
up and retro light blue dress.
Cross dressing guys
shaking their booty and
fighting over a cross
dressing lady makes for
a hilarious performance
that the audience really
enjoyed.

PAPE
Funk
Shake it
SC

Smoother than a fresh jar of skippy!
Our 6 PAPE engineers busted out some
serious dance moves in their performance
of Bruno Mars’ Uptown Funk.

PAPE

They got the groove and the attitude down
pat. PAPE was obviously having fun
and dancing their hearts out during their
well choreographed performance, it was
just infectious! Soon after, the audience
started singing along.
Don’t believe me just watch!

Videos of these performances can
be viewed in My Swiber Mediahub.
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SC

SC Eagles gave their best performance
of Taylor Swift’s Shake it Off! With the
interesting juxtaposition of tutus and
jerseys, it was truly an entertaining act.
It was fun to watch the men take up the
challenge and represent the team.

Up Close with Sapphire
Awardee for Trust Sharon Ferie
What was your reaction when you
first learned that your were being
nominated for Swiber’s Gems and
why?
“Wow! A real big surprise. It was such
an incredible honor and a tremendous
recognition to a new employee.
How did you feel when you realized
that even though you are a fairly
new employee and out of all the
nominees, majority of them big
names in Swiber, you were chosen
for the award?

exceedingly abundantly above and
beyond what we think.” You may not
see a way, but God has a way. We think
ordinary; God thinks extraordinary.
Swiber Gem is very precious to me.
It has truly inspired me to work with
more sincerity, dedication and dignity.
Swiber Gem has made my work-life
truly extraordinary.
Sharon Ferie is the Project Secretary
for PRP-4 Swiber Offshore India. She
joined in 18 My 2015

Swiber Joins
Marsiling Toy
Carnival
Swiber has supported community-based
programmes and initiatives. One such
activity was the first ever Marsiling Toy
Carnival held at Fu Chun Community
Center on December 24, 2015.

Anything that is precious refers to Gods
thoughts towards an individual (Ps.
139:17). I was shaking with excitement
almost too much to express. I am
beyond grateful and humbled by
this award. I feel incredibly honored,
delighted and grateful for the very
generous recognition among the other
amazing big names in Swiber. Feeling
very overwhelmed and thrilled to share
this honor. I would like to congratulate
my fellow nominees.

Initiated by Speaker of Parliament and
newly elected MP for Marsiling - Yew
Tee GRC Madam Halimah Yacob, over
150 children came and joyfully took their
pick from a wide array of toys. There
was something for everyone as the toy
selection caters to different age groups
from infants to young adolescents.

What is your message to the person/
persons who nominated you?

Renee and Joshua Goh

I feel so grateful to you all for taking
time out of your busy diary to nominate
me. I sincerely appreciate the time
spent in recommending me. I am
proud of working with beautiful souls
and consider myself fortunate for
having a chance to work with you all.
I really appreciate our working term
and your help throughout my work.
By trusting me to be eligible for this
award, I am truly honored. I thank you
for supporting me to gain the trust &
reach to this level.
What does being a Swiber’s
Gem mean to you? How will this
recognition impact your work/
performance?”
Swiber’s Gem is identifying the
extraordinary in an ordinary employee.
Ephesians says, “God can do

Full support: Siti, Yenna & Sheila
Watch this space for a feature on the rest of Swiber’s Gems Awardees!
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SK316

BOWLING
TOURNAMENT
2016

Swiber Deepa Raya

30 October 2016
at The Chevrons

Nov 5, 2016, HQ

Swiberite
Vana
Satya
Priyanka, Executive, SAP
wowed the audience with
her Indian classical dance
performance (Dhithiki Dhithiki
Thai) which opened the Deepa
Raya programme. She was
later joined by Puneela Bandi,
Senior Application Developer
in their interpretation of
Nagada Sang Dhol which is a
Garbha dance form.
Best Female Bowler:
May Tan, SC

A fusion of Malay and Indian
cuisine were served.

Champion:
Siddehesh, Ron, Pamela,
Nurul, SOC team

Best Male Bowler:
Siddehesh Prabhu, SOC

BUNDLE OF JOY
“A new baby is like the beginning of all things
- wonder, hope, a dream of possibilities.
- Eda J. Le Shan)

Part of the entertainment
were the games “Dancing
with the Stars” and “Who’s
Hot”. In dancing with the
stars, audience members
were “volunteered” to come
up onstage and follow the
dance steps of Punee and
Priya.
The second game - Who’s
Hot challenged Swiberites
to eat a fishball dipped in
sauces with varying levels
of spiciness.

Ong Jia Le, Ian
23 Dec 2015

Ron Ong
Chun Liang
Manager,
Installation

Emcees Sudarsan Balakrishnan, Naval
Architect and Musarrat, Management Trainee
effectively kept the audience engaged and
of course, mehandi artists were drawing
intricate henna designs for the ladies.
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Michelle Catapang
Engineer, Document Control

WEDDED BLISS

Gordon Tan
Asst. Manager, Crewing

married to

married to

18 Feb 2016

09 Jan 2016

Edgar Catapang

Evelyn

Ngu War Myint
Executive, Accounts
married to

Aung Zaw Min

25 December 2015

Teo Mei Lin
Snr. Executive, Accounts
married to

John Wong Sin Rui
18 October 2015

SWIBER SH T

The Lip Sync Battle emcees’ action-packed entrance brought out the

www.swiber.com
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in Greg!

